The vacuum ultraviolet probe laser system was patterned after From spectra of room temperature CO, a detection limit of 108 3 molecules per cm per quantum state was inferred. Absolute pulse energies were not measured, but the observed CO detection effi-11 12 ciency corresponded to between I0 and 10 photons per pulse. To obtain a spectrum of the photochemical CO, the photolysis laser was tuned onto the desired formaldehyde absorption. Then, the lasers were synchronized to give a delay of 150 500 ns between photolysis and probe pulses. At the formaldehyde pressures of 0.05 0.i0 Torr used, this was a sufficently short delay to allow unrelaxed rotational destributions of CO to be obtained. The probe laser was then tuned to obtain a laser-induced fluorescence spectrum of the photochemical CO. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig.3 .
B. Results
Carbon monoxide rotational distribution following H2CO photolysis are shown in Figure 4 . peaking at J 7. CO (v=l) has nearly the same rotational distribution as CO(v=0). The CO has very little vibrational excitation, in agreement with earlier infrared experiments9; no signals were seen for CO(v > I). Figure 5 shows that increased rotational excitation of H2CO leads to a slightly broader CO rotational distribution, without changing the most probable J value. As Figure 6 demonstrates, the CO rotational distribution cannot be characterized by a temperature. 
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DISCUSSION
The available data can be combined to give a complete account of the energy disposal in this photodissociation. For each degree of freedom the experimental energy distribution is summarized in Table I .
Because the angular momentum of the CO is much larger than both the initial angular momentum of the H2CO and the angular 
CONCLUSION
The experimental characterization of the dynamics of formaldehyde photodissociation is now nearly complite. The use of well-established techniques of nonlinear optics has made this the most thoroughly studied and well-understood polyatomic photofragmentation.
Application of these techniques to other problems in reaction dynamics will provide a sensitive test for both theoretical potential energy surfaces and dymanical calculations using those surfaces.
